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QUANTUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS FOR COUPLED
BOSON-FERMION MODELS IN LATTICE SPACES<

BUM SOO LEE t ,HYUN DEOK LEE tt, YONG MOON PARK t
AND HYUN JAE Yoo t

1. Introduction; Notation, Models and Main Results

We study quantum statistical mechanics for a class of coupled boson
fermion models in lattice spaces.The class includes quantum polyacety
lene model and Yukawa type interactions in lattice spaces.In order to in
vestigate some interesting properties of polyacetylene such as soliton-like
excitations of phonons and fractional charges,the polyacetylene model
has been studied intensively by many authors [2,3,6,8-9]. Recently one
of the present authors studied a semi-classical version of the model and
established the existence and uniqueness of the Gibbs state [6].The aim
of this paper is to construct the thermodynamic limit theory for a class of
coupled boson-fermion model which inclues the quantum polyacetylene
model.

In order to exhibit our motivation,let us introduce the quantum poly
acetylene model [8]. The Hamiltonian for the model in a bounded region
i\. = {-n, -n + 1, ... , n} C Z is given by

(1.1 )

with

(1.2)

H=HB+Hp
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n+l

HF = L L [C:,iCs,i+l +C:,i+I Cs,i][t - g(Xi - Xi+l)]
i=-ns=±!

where m is the mass of CH of polyacetylene (CH)x,w is a positive con
stant, and t and 9 are real constants. The indices s = ±~ stand for the
spins of fermions in C - C bonds, and one imposes

(1.3)

where {A, B} = AB + BA. In order to make the model well-defined,
one has to add appropriate boundary terms in (1.2). For an instance,
see Example 1 in this section. We generalize the above model as follows
: Let A C Z" be a bounded region in a v -dimensional lattice space Z"
. Denote the cardinality of A by lA I· For any i E Z", let I i I be the
Euclidean norm of i. The local Hilbert space is given by

(1.4)

where the Hilbert spaces for bosons and fermions are given by

(1.5) HA,B = L2(RIAI)

HA F = C 2 0 C
21A1

,

Let M and A be integral operators (matrices) acting on [2(Z"). We
assume that M and A are positive and real matrices respectively. Next,
let n(l) and n(2) be bounded (self-adjoint) integral operators (matrices)

acting on C2 0[2(ZII) with matrix elements D~~;'j' k = 1,2, respectively,
where s and s' denote spin indices. Let PA be the projection operator
from 12(Z") onto 12(A). We write the restriction of any operator B to A
byBA , i.e.,

(1.6)

The local Hamiltonian acting on HA is given by

(1.7)
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with

(1.8)

HA,B = L L [C;,i(D~l))SiS'jCS',j + h.c.]
i,jEA s,s'=±~

+ L L [C;,i(D~2))sis'jCs',j + h.c.](AAx)i
i,jEA s,s'=±~

where h.c. denotes the hermitian conjugate, and (AX)i = L:j(A)ijXj.
The operators C;,i and Cs,i, i E A, S = ±~ satisfy the CAR in (1.3).

Before proceeding further, let us give some examples:

Example 1. Quantum polyacetylene model with Dirichlet bound
ary conditions. Let ~ be the discrete Laplacian on [2(Z/l), and let 8 be
the operator defined by

(1.9) (8)'i = {
1,

-1,

0,

ifj=i+1

if i = j

otherwise.

For the model we choose

M 2 = -w2~/2 and A = 8,

and D(l) and D(2) with

(1) { tbss"(DA )sis'j =
0,

ifj=i+1

otherwise.

(D (2)) . . _ {-9bss', if j = i + 1
A SiS'}-

0, otherwise.
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Then the local Hamiltonian HA becomes that of the quantum polyacety
lene model with Dirichlet boundary conditions.

Example 2. The Yukawa Interaction in Z3 [4J. We choose

M 2 = - D. + m 2
, A = 1

where m is a positive constant. Let ep.,J-l = 1,2,3 be the unit vectors
parallel to the coordinate axes in Z3, and let ap., J-l = 1,2, 3 be the Pauli
matrices and let

Q = 0'3 = (1 0)o -1

Define the operator Dp. and Mo by

(Dp.f)(j) = f(j + ep.) - f(j - ep.)

(Mof)U) = (-1 )lj11mof(j)

where \ill is the [1_ norm of j and mo a positive constant. We write

3

a.D=Lap.®Dp.
p.=l

For the local Hamiltonian in (1.8) we choose

3

(D(I»8is l j = ~ [i L(ap.)s81 (Dp.)ij + bS81 (Mo)ij]
p.=l

(D (2» " "I _ ~Q 1 c ..saS) - 2 S8 01)

Then the Hamiltonian becomes HA = HA B + HA F with, ,

(1.10)

1 [ 8
2

]HA,B ="2 L(-8 ~)+ L X i((-D.A+m2 )x)i
iEA XI iEA

HA,F = L L[C;,j((ia. D + Mo)C)s,j]
jEA 8

+ L (L 2sC;,jCs,j )Xj
jEA 8
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The above is the local Hamiltonian for the Yukawa interactions in Z3
[4].

We list our assumptions on the matrices in the local Hamiltonians
defined in (1.7) and (1.8). For given operators M 2 and A in (1.8), we
write

(1.11)

M--- () - A M- I / 2 (1 -U{JMA)-l -u{J(I-s)MA
A,u S = A >. - e e

where f3 > 1 and u = ±1. For a given matrix B on [2(Z3), we say that
B is translational invariant if (B)ij depends only on li - j I, and that B
is of finite range if (B)ij = 0 if li - j I ;::: r for some r > o. The infimum
of such r is called the effective radius of B. For a bounded region A , let
AT be the r-interior of A defined by

(1.12) AT = {j EA: dist(j,8A);::: r}

Throughout the rest of this paper we impose the following conditions:

ASSUMPTION 1.1. The matrices M2, A, n(l) and n(2) satisfy the fol
lowing conditions:

(a) M 2 , A, D(l) and n(2) are translational invariant and of finite
range. The effective radii are equal or less than r ~ o.

(b) There exists a constant Cl independent of A such that the bound

holds unifonnly in A where IIBllp is the IP -norm of B, and MA
has been defined in (1.11).

(c) There exists a constant C2 independent of A such that the bound

sup {IIMu(s)M~2AAlll+ IIMu(s)M~2AAII2} ~ C2
sE[O,I]
u=±l

holds uniformly in A .
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REMARK 1.1.

(a) It follows from Assumption (1.1) tbat for p = 1,2 tbe [P -norms
of M 2 , A, D(l) and D(2) are finite. As a consequence tbere is a
constant C3 independent of A such tbat tbe bound

(1.13)
2

L(IIMAllp + IID~)lIp + IID~)lIp + IIAAllp) ::; C3

p=l

bolds uniformly in A E ZV.
(b) Since M 2 is positive,MA is strictly positive for any bounded re

--1
gion A and so M A exists.

(c) In order to sbow tbe bound in Assumption 1.1(c) for a specific

model,it suflices to sbow tbat IIAAM~llh ::; const uniformly in A
. See tbe appendix for details.

(d) In appendix we will prove tbat all conditions in Assumption 1.1
are satialied for tbe quantum polyacetylene model and tbe Yukawa
interaction defined in Example 1 and Example 2 respectively.

Next, we introduce the algebras of local observables and the local
Gibbs states. For notational simplifications we denote that

(Ax)· - '" A ··x·J - L.J JZ Z

Z

(1.14)

a a
(A-)· = '" A'i-ax J ~ J aXi

I

x(f) = Lxd(i)
I

: (g) = L aa .g(i)
x i XI

Let AA,B be the C* -algebra generated by exp[i{itx(A*g) + x(A* in],
i, 9 E [2(Ar ), where Ar is the r-interior of A defined in (1.12). Since the
effective radius of A is not greater than r by Assumption 1.1(a), it follows
that AA,B C £(L2 (RIAI)). Let AA,F be the C* -algebra generated by
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Cs,i, C;,i' S = ±1/2, i E A. The local algebra of observables and the
quasi-local algebra of observables are defined by

(1.15)

respectively. The finite volume Gibbs state and the partition function
are defined by

(1.16) PA(B) = Z"A1Tr'H.l\ (Be-/3 HA))

ZA = Tr'H.l\ (e -/3H/\)

where B E AA, (3 > O.

In order to construct infinite volume limit equilibrium states on A,we
introduce Green's functions [1]. Let a A be the time evolution automor
phism given by

(1.17)

The finite volume Green's functions are defined by

(1.18)

Although PA is defined as a state on AA, it has an extension to a state
on A by the Hahn-Banach theorem, which we denote again by PA. The
bounds

IIGA(B, C; t)1I ~ II B IIIICII
imply that there exists a subnet {Aa} such that the limits

(1.19) G(B,C;t) = Em GAa(B,C;t)
Aa -Z"

exist for all B, C E A and all t E R. This is a consequence of a Tychonoff
theorem. Clearly the values

(1.20) p(B) =G(B, 1;0)
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] I

x(A*h) = LXj(LAjih(i))
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determine a state p over the quasi-local algebra A [chapter 6 of [1]].

We now state our results :

THEOREM 1.1. Assume that the matrices M ,A,D(l) and D(2) satisfy
all conditions in Assumption 1.1. Let (Hp, 1rp, np) be the cyclic repre
sentation of A with respect to the state p defined in (1.20). Then there
exists a Hilbert space H containing Hp , a strongly continuous represen
tation U of R such that

(i) H = VtERU(t)H p

(ii) G(B,C;t) = (1rp(B)*np,U(t)1rp(C)flp), B,C E A,t E R

(iii) p is a modular state on A,i.e., fl p is separating 1rp(A)"

Furthermore (i) and (ii) determine (H, U) uniquely up to unitary
equivalence.

The contents of this paper are as follows: In section 2, we propose
some estimates ( Proposition 2.1 ) for local Gibbs states. Using the
uniform estimates and the Green function method employed in chapter
6 of Ref.1, we prove theorem 1.1. Section 3 is devoted to prove uniform
estimates (Proposition 2.1). In appendix we show that all conditions in
Assumption 1.1 are satisfied for the quantum polyacetylene model and
Yukawa interaction defined in Example 1 and Example 2 respectively.

2. Construction of Infinite Volume Limit Theories

In this section we employ the Green's function method (Chapter 6
of Ref.[l]) to construct infinite volume limit theories for the models de
scribed in Introduction. We first state a uniform estimate for the local
Gibbs states and then use the uniform estimate together with the Green's
function method to prove Theorem 1.1.

For any h E [l(A r ) n Z2(Ar ) let :x(A*h) and x(A*h) be defined as in
(1.14):

(2.1)
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where Ar is the r-interior of A.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Under Assumption 1.1, there exists a constant c
independent of A such that the bounds

2

IpA(exp{~ (A*h1) + x(A*h2)})! :::; exp{ c ~(lIhiIl1 + lI hi1l2)}
\=1

COROLLARY 2.2. Under the condition same as in Proposition 2.1,
there exists a constant c independent of A such that the bounds

n 8
IpA (U {8x (A*Ji) + x(A*gj)}) I

J=l

n

:::; cn (n!)1/2 (IT {IIJiIl1 + IIJill2 + IIgjll1 + IIgjIl2})
j=l

hold for any fj,9j E lP(Ar),p= 1,2 andJ = 1,2, ... ,no

Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 2.1 and the method used
in the proof of Lemma 2.2 of Ref.[6].

Let GA(B, C; t) be the local Green's function defined as in (1.18).
Then we have the following bounds:

LEMMA 2.3. For any B, C E A, there exists a constant M B c inde-
pendent of A such that the b'ound '

holds uniformly in t.

Proof. Since UAA is dense in A, it suffices to show the lemma for
C of the form C = exp{ i(i :x (A* 1) + x(A*g» }C(h1) ... C(hm)for real
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valued functions !,g,hi E 12(A),i = 1, ... ,m,.where C(h) represents
either C*(h) or else C(h). Notice that

(2.2)
d d

Idt GA(B, Cj t)1 = IdtPA(Ba~(C))1
= IpA(Bexp{itHA}[HA, C] exp{ -itHA})1

= IPA(a~t(B)[HA, CDI
S; IIBllpA([HA, C]*[HA , C])1/2

Here we have used the Schwarz inequality for pA. Using CCR and CAR,
we obtain

(2.3)

[HA, :x (A* I)] = x(MXA*I)

+ L L[C:,i(D~2)C)s,i + h.c.](AAA~f)i
i s

i,s

+ L[C:,i(D~2)h)s,i + h.c.](AAX)i
i,s

and similar expressions for [HA, x(A*9)] and [HA, C(h)]. Since
IIC(h)1I = IIhlll' it follows from Corollary 2.2 that

(2.4)

Denote that

2

11 [HA, C(h)]1I ~ const~ IID~)hIl1
i=l

W(!, gj t) = exp { it(i~ (A* f) + x(A*g)) }

then a direct calculation gives
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(2.5)
[HA, W(j, g; t)]

= i it W(j,g;s)[HA, (i :x(A*f) + x(A*g))]W(j,g; 1- s)ds

(2.6) [x(M1A*f), W(j,g;t)] = (I)M1A*f)(i))W(j,g;t)
iEA

Next let us estimate PA ([HA, W(j, g; 1 )]*[HA, W(j, g; t)]). We first
use (2.5) and (2.3), and then use (2.6) to move all x/s to the right.Then
using the Schwarz inequality for PA and Corollary 2.2, we obtain that

(2.7) PA([HA, W(j,g; l)]*[HA,W(j,g; 1)])

S; (4I1 D(Z)lllIIAAA* fill + 211 M1A*fll l )2
S; const

uniformly in A. Note that [HA, AI, Az, . .. ,Am] = L:j=l Al ... Aj-l
. [HA, Aj ] ... Am. The proof of Lemma 2.3 now follows from (2.2),(2.4)
and (2.7).

We finally produce the proof of our main result:

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let G(B, C; t) be the infinite volume limit
Green's functions defined as in (1.19). We assert that G : Ax AxR --t C
satisfies the following properties:

(1) B, C ---+ G(B, C; t) is bilinear for all t E R.
(2) t ---+ G(B, C; t) is continuous for all A, B E A.
(3) G(B,DC;O) = G(BD,C;O) for all B,C,D E A.
(4) G(l, 1;0) = 1.
(5) L~j=l G(Bi,Bj;tj - ti) ~ 0 for any finite

sequence {Bdi=l in A and {tdi=l in R.
(6) Weak KMS conditions. For all B, C E A and for alIi E D,

Jdtf(t)G(B, c; t) = Jdtf(t + i(J)G( C, B; -t).
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Since the local Green's functions GA(B, C; t) satisfy the above prop
erties,it follows that G(B,C;t) satisfy the properties (1) and (3) - (6).
The property (2) is a consequence of Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 6.3.23 of
Ref. [1]. Now our main result follows from Theorem 6.3.27 and Theorem
6.3.28 of Ref.[I].

3. Uniform Bounds: Proof of Proposition 2.1

We now turn to prove Proposition 2.1 and so complete the proof of
Theorem 1.1. Throughout this section, we suppress A from the operators
(matrices)MA, AA, D~l) and D<[) if there is no confusion involved. Let
us rewrite the local Hamiltonians in more convenient forms. Define the
annihilation and creation operators by

(3.1 ) aj = 2-1
/

2 {(M
1

/
2
x)j + (M-

1
/
2
:X)j}

aj = 2-1
/

2 {(M
1

/
2
x)j - (M-

1
/
2
:X)j }

Then these operators satisfy the CCR:

(3.2)

The local Hamiltonians can be written as
(3.3)

HA =HAB +HA F, ,

HA,B = L ajMjkak + Tr(M)
j,kEA

HA,F = L L {C;,j(D(l)C)s,j + h.c.}
JEA s

+ 2-1
/
2 L {L {C;,j(D(2)C)s,j + h.c.} }(AM-

1
/
2

(a* + a))j
JEA s
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We next derive some commutator formulas which we will use later. It
follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that

(3.4)

where

(3.5)
s

Thus, for any given real matix B, one obtains that

(3.6)

(3.7)

[(Ba);, HA,B] = (BMa);

[(Ba);, HA,F] = L Ej(AM-
1
/

2
B*)ji

jEA

== (E, AM-
1
/

2
B*)i

Next, we use (3.6) and (3.7) to get

[(Ba);, e- 13HA ]

= - {311

e-l3(l-S)HA[(Ba);,HA]e-l3sHAds

= - {311

e-l3(l-S)HA(BMa);e-l3sHAds

_/311

e-13(l-S)HA(E, AM-1/ 2B*)ie-l3sHAds

= - {3e- 13HA (Ba)i

+ {3211

ds l s
dS 1e- 13(1-s d HA(BM2 a);e-I3S1HA

+ {3211

ds 18

dS 1e- 13(l-s d HA(E, AM-1/ 2 M B*)ie-l3s1HA

-/311

dse-13(l-S)HA(E, AM-1/ 2 B*)ie-l3sHA
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By Assumption 1.1(a) (Remark 1.1(a)), it is easy to show that the
second term in the right hand side of the above expression converges to
zero in the nonn topology. By taking n to infinity we obtain

(3.8)
(Ba)ie-PHA =e-PHA(Be-PMa)i

_/311
dse-P(I-S)HA(E, AM-1j2 e-P(I-s)M B*)ie-PsHA

for any real matrix B. Taking adjoint fonn of (3.8) and changing the
integration variables, we also obtain

(3.9) e-PHA(Ba*)i

=(Be-PMa*)ie - PHA

_/311

dse-P(I-S)(E, AM-1j2e-PsMB*)ie-PsHA

Setting B = B'ePM in (3.9) we get

(3.10)
(Ba*)i e- PHA

=e-PHA(BePMa*)i

+ /311
dse-P(l-S)HA(E, AM-1

/
2
eP(l-s)M B*)ie-PsHA
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We call the identies in (3.8) - (3.10) the pull through formulas. For any
I,g E II(A), let us write

(3.11) a(f) = 2: ad(i), a·(I) =2: ail(i)
iEA iEA

Then it follows that

(3.12) [a(f),a·(g)] = (/,g)l, [a(f),a(h)] = 0

The following is the main result in this section:

PROPOSITION 3.1. For any I,g E II(A) the bound

IPA (exp{a·(f) + a(g)}) \ $ exp [{~I(g,f)1 + 1(/,M(P)g)\}

+ sup {2I1D(2)lhIlM-I(s)glld
sE[O,I]

+ sup {2I1D(2)lhIlMI(s)/lh}]
sE[O,I]

holds, where Mu(s) has been defined in (1.11).

The proof of the above result is postponed to the end of this section.
Using the above result we now prove Proposition 2.1.

Proof of Proposition 2.1. Take 1 and 9 as follows:

1 = 2-1/ 2{_iMI/2A.hl + M-I/2A.h2 }

9 = 2-1/ 2{iMI/2hI + M-I/2A.h2 }

Then from (3.1) and (3.11) it follows that
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Under Assumption 1.1, Proposition 2.1 follows from Proposition 3.1, the
--- --1

above relation and the fact that IIM(.8)A*II2 ::; constllM A*II2

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.1.
The following result is provably known in literatures. But to make this
paper as much as self contained, we will produce the proof in Appendix.

LEMMA 3.2. Let A, Bl, B 2 , ••• ,Bn be bounded operators in a sepa
rable Hilbert space and let A > 0. Assume that A 1 / n is of trace class.
Then, for 0:1 ~ 0, 0:2 ~ 0, ... ,O:n ~ °with 0:1 + 0:2 + ... + O:n = 1, the
bound

n

ITr(B1 Aa
l B 2 Aa

2 ••• BnAan)1 ::; (IT IIBill) Tr(A)
i=l

holds.

We now produce the proof of Prpposition 3.1.

Proof of Proposition 9.1. From the CCR in (3.2) it follows that for
any 9,!i,gl E [2(A),j = 1,2, ... ,m,l = 1,2, ... ,n,

(3.13)

a(g) (IT a*(Ji)) 0:1 a(gl)) = (IT a*(Ji)) 0:1 a(91))a(g)
j=l 1=1 j=l 1=1

m m n

+ (L)g,!i) IT a*C!k)) (IT a(91))
j=l k=l 1=1

k:Fj

For a = ±1 and S E [0,1], let M:,.(s) be defined as in (1.11), and let

(Fer(S))i =I: Ej(Mer(s))ji
jEll.

(F~(s)B)i =I: E j (AM-
1

/
2
e-er!3(l-s)M B) ji

jEll.
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where E j has been defined in (3.5) and B E .C(12(A».
For any G1(s), ... ,Gn(s) E ['('HA),s E [0,1], which commute with aj
and aj,j E A, we define

(3.14)
G(O) = e-f3HA

G(I\GI) = 11
dSle-f3(I-sdHAGl(s)e-f3S1HA

Then it follows from the pull through formula (3.8) that

(3.15)
(Ba)i G(n)(G1,G2 ,··· , Gn)

= G(n)(G1,G2 , ... , Gn)(Be-f3M a)i
n+l

- LG(n+l)(G1 , .•. ,Gl-l,(F~B*)i,Gl"" ,Gn)
1=1

We next use (3.15) and (3.13) to obtain

Tr(a*(g)ma(ft(Ba)iG(P)(G1, G2 , ••• , Gp»)
p+l

= - LTr(a*(g)ma(ftG(P+l)(G1, ... ,GI - I ,(F{B*)i,G" ... ,Gp))
1=1

+ m(Be-f3Mg)(i)Tr(a*(gt-1a(f)nG(p)(G1, . .. , Gp»)

+ Tr(a*(g)m a(ft(Be- f3M a)iG(P)(GI, ... , Gp»)

We subtract the last term from both sides, choose B = (1 - e-f3M )-I,
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product f(i) to the both sides and then sum over i E A to obtain

(3.16)
Tr(a*(g)ma(jt+lGP(Gl"" , Gn))

p+l
= - LTr(a*(g)ma(ftG(P+l)(G1, ... ,G,-I,F1(!), ... ,Gp))

1=1

+ m(j, M({3)g)Tr(a*(g)m-l a(n)(f)G(P)(G1, ... ,Gp))

where M({3) has been defined in (1.11). From the pull through formula
(3.10) it also follows that

n+l
= LTr(a*(g)m-1G(n+I)(GI, ... ,Gl-1,F_1(g), ... ,Gn))

1=1

Notice that, since IICi,ull = 1,

For notational simplifications, let us write

Iterating the procedure in (3.17) m-times, and using Lemma 3.2, (3.12)
and the fact that 101 dS11;1 ds2 ••. 1;'-1 dSl = (1!)-1, we obtain that

(3.20) ITr(a*(g)mG(m)(F1(!),F1(!), ... ,F1(f)))/

$ (n!)-I(Q_l(g))m(Ql(!)nTr(e-~HA))
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Iterating (3.16) n-times and using (3.20) it is easy to show that for m ~ n

(3.21) ITr(a*(g)ma(ftC(O»1

=~ (~)<n - r)!(~)r!I(f,M(p)g)lr

·ITr(a*(gr-rc(n-r)(F1(1), ... ,F1(]»))/
n

~ L nlml«n - r)l(m - r)lrl)-IIU,M(,8)g)l
r

r=l

. (Q_1(g»)m-r (Q1 (])r-rTr(e-fJHA)

We now use (3.21) and the adjoint form of (3.21) for m :s; n to conclude
that

(3.22)
00 00

L L(mlnl)-l !Tr(a*(g)maUtC(o») I
m=On=O

~ exp { I(I, M(f3)g) 1+ Q-1(g) +Q(]) }Tr(e-fJHA )

We note that

(3.23)

The proof of Proposition 3.1 now follows from (3.23) and (3.22). This
completes the proof.
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Appendix

A.!. Quantum Polyacetylene Model andYukawa Interactions.

As stated in Remark 1.1(d) we show that the quantum polyacetylene
model and the Yukawa Interactions defined in Introduction satisfy all
the conditions in Assumption 1.1.

a)Yukawa Interactions. Let D.~D) be the discrete Laplacian with
Dirichlet boundary condition. It is well-known that [7]

uniformly in A c zv. Thus for p = 1,2

uniformly in A. Since

it is almost trivial to show that all conditions in Assumption 1.1 are
satisfied.

b )Quantum Polyacetylene Model. Let A = { -n, -n+1, ... ,n} C

Z. Remember that (M2 )A = _D.~D) and A = 8. We write

(A.l) p,(k)2 = (2 - 2 cos k)

= 4(sin(k/2»2

Tf( = 1r Z n [-1r, 1T]
n

f . _.!.{ sin(kj), if nk/1r IS even
kCJ) - n cos(kj), if nk/1r is odd

9s(k) = (1 - e-P/L(k»-le-P(l-S)/L(k)
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Then it is easy to show that [7]

(A.2)

and by the completeness of the eigenvectors of ~~D)

(A.3)

The matrix elements of (_~~D») are given by [7J

(AA) (D) 2 '" 2(-~A )jl = jAj L /-l(k) ejl
kETf

_ [-ik(j-l) -ikU -(2n-I»]ejl = e - e

Let us again suppress A from the matrix notation. Thus for M 2

_~(D)
A ,

(A.5)

and

(A.6) (M- Qe- S19M (1- e-,BM)-l) jl

1 '
= ;; L /-l(k)-Q9s(k)ejl

kETf

where I:' means that the term for k = 0 is omitted in the summation,
and 9s(k) has been defined in (A.I). Thus from (1.9) and (A.5) it follows
that

(aM- 2 a*)jl = {bjl' if 1=I- n. ' j =I- n
0, otherWIse
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Therefore the bounds in Assumption l.I(c) follow from the above iden
tity. We next consider the bounds in Assumption 1.I(d). From the
definition of MeT(s) in (1.11) it follows that

(A.7~ --1/2 {~L 'p.(k)gs(k)ejl' ifI=fnandj=fn
(M1(s)M 8*)jl = kETf

0, otherwise

We investigate the decay property of the above expression. Notice that

(A.8)

We write
(A.9)

(iVh.(s)M- 1 / 28*)jl = { F~1)(j, I) - F~2)(j, I),
0,

if j =f n and I =f n

otherwise

where FP)(j, I) and F~2)(j, I) were obtained from (A.7) by replacing ejl
by exp{-ik(j - In and exp{ -k(j - (2n - I)n respectively. Define

(A.I0) 2n [71" 1r ](DAf)(k) =- f(k +-) - f(k --)
1r 2n 2n

2 2n 2[ 1r ]IIxllv == (-:;-) 2-2cos(;:;x)

Then by (A.2) there exist constants Cl and C2 independent of n such that

(A.H)

We note that

(A.12) IIjll~exp{i(kj)} = -D~exp{i(kj)}
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We use (A.11) and the discrete version of the integration by parts twice
to conclude that

(A.13)

IIIU -1)lIb F;l)U,I)!

~~ L IDl (p(k)9s(k)) I
kETf{

Ik l#O,1,n-1,n
1

+-sup{2p(k)fs(k): s E [O,l],k = O,l,n -l,n}
n

Since
sup {Ip/(k)l + Ip"(k)l} < 00,

IkIE(O,ll')

it follows from (A.8) and (A. 10) that for any k E Tf with Ikl f- 0, 1, n
1,n

(A.14)
I(Dlp9s(k)1

2 jll'/2n jPi/2n d
=(~)2 \(dk P9s )l(k + x + x')dxdx'

7r -1l'/2n -1l'/2n

<00

The bounds in (A.13) and (A.14) imply that

(A.15)

By the method used above we conclude that

(A.16) IIIU - (2n - 1)) IIbF;2)(j, 1)1 ~ const

since Ij -11 ~ Ij - (2n -/)1 for any j, I E A, it follows from (A.9), (A.11),
(A.15) and (A.16) that

sup !CM1(s)M-1/2a*) ,,1 ~ c(l + Ij _/12)-1
sE[O,l] J
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uniformly in A, and so

---- --1/2
sup IIM1(s)M 8*lh ::; c.

sE[O,l]

Other bounds in Assumption 1.1(d) can be proved by the method used
above.

A.2. Proof of Lemma 3.2.
Let J(z}, Z2, ... ,zn) == Tr(B1AZIB2Az2-Z1 B nA Zn-Zn-l) on
D = {z E en : 0 :s; Rezl < Rez2 < < Rezn < I}. Then f
is holomorphic in D and bounded on its clousure,D. By the repeated
application of three line theorem (Ref.[I]),the maximum value of J is
attained at the one of the n + 1 points

where ti = Rezi. But at such a point

IJ(iS1' ... ,isj, I + iSH1 , ... ,I + is n )!
=/Tr(B1AiSl ... BjAi(Sj -sj-d B j +1A1+i(sj+l-Sj) ... BnAi(Sn -Sn-d)I

n

::;(II IIBill) Tr(A).
j=l

This completes the proof.
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